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1.Refer to the exhibit.

Which reason for the Dot1x session failure is true?
A. Issue with identity source
B. Incorrect authentication rule
C. Incorrect user group
D. Incorrect user string
E. Incorrect authorization condition
F. Incorrect authorization permission
G. Identity source has the user present but not enabled
Answer: A
2.What is the best description of a docker file?
A. Text document used to build an image
B. Message Daemon files
C. Software used to manage containers
D. Repository for docker images
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Answer: A
3.Which of the following is used by WSA to extract session information from ISE and use that in access
policies?
A. RPC
B. Dx Grid
C. SXP
D. Proprietary protocol over TCP/8302
E. EAP
F. RADIUS
Answer: B
4.When an organization is choosing a cloud computing model to adopt, many considerations are studied
to determine the most suitable model.
To which model is cloud interdependency mainly attributed?
A. Hybrid cloud
B. Public cloud
C. Community cloud
D. Private cloud
Answer: A
5.How does a Cisco ISE server determine whether a client supports EAP chaining?
A. It sends an identity-type TLV to the client and analyzes the response
B. It analyzes the options field in the TCP header of the first packet it receives from the client
C. It analyzes the X509 certificate it receives from the client through the TLS tunnel
D. It sends an MDS challenge to the client and analyzes the response
E. It analyzes the EAPoL message the client sends during the initial handshake
Answer: A
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